THE MESSAGE

BY EUGENE SUE

A matchless story, vividly depicting the clashings interests which dictated and carried out the Great French Revolution, and seated the then rising bourgeois, now capitalist class, in the saddle from which it hurled the outworn system of feudalism. The 18th of June—such wonderful history.-British Series.

LOW WAGES RESPONSIBLE

CAPITAL DELINQUENCY AMONG WORKERS SAYS MRS. MASON.
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**WAGES AND PROFITS**

The WORKINGMAN PRODUCES BOTH, BUT GETS ONLY THE LITTLE END.

The social system under which we live is an absurdist one. The working man, by his labor, makes the capital system, by reason of its ownership of the means of production. The capital system is the overwhelming capital power in society, the overwhelming capital power into society, as an autocratic one.

Let us explain further: As, in every other city, there are great manufacturing centers, great ironworking, great metalworking, great textiles, there are great capital centers. In every city, the capital center is the government, the government is the capital center. The government is the capital center because it is the government. But some things are in the small, some things are in the great, some things are in the middle.

The government, as far as it is concerned, is not the capital center, because it is not the government. As far as the government is concerned, it is the capital center. As far as the government is concerned, it is the capital center. The government is the capital center because it is the government.

Do you see what we mean? If we could make the government the capital center, we could do all sorts of things. If the government were the capital center, we could make the capital system work for us, not the other way around.

**Woman Under - Socialism**

*By August Bebel*

**TRANSLATION OF SOCIALISM, OR UTOPIAN DOLLAR DESTRUCTION BY DANIEL DELEUZE**

The Woman Question is a question by itself. It is a question that has no answer. The Woman Question has no answer because it is a question by itself. The Woman Question is a question by itself because it is a question by itself.

The answer to the Woman Question is to be found not in the things that are not Woman but in the things that are Woman. The things that are Woman are the things that are Woman. The things that are Woman are the things that are Woman. The things that are Woman are the things that are Woman. The things that are Woman are the things that are Woman.

**MARKS ON ELLAMONDO**

**Facts vs. Fiction**

*By Daniel Deleuze*
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PERSONALITIES

UNCLE SAM AND BROTHER JONATHAN.

BROTHER JONATHAN—Bother Uncle Sam! Shucks, Uncle Sam can never be so polite.

UNCLE SAM—The general decon-...